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Multilizer improves translation process with intuitive Menu Editor

Multilizer,  leader  in  localization  and  translation  software,  has  improved  the  translation 
process  by taking advantages  of  Menu Editor features.  Multilizer  now allows the users  to 
localize menu resource data under the ”what you see is what you get” approach.

HELSINKI, Finland – October 10, 2008:

Multilizer's  enhanced  Menu  Editor  allows  users  to  localize  menu  resources  in  a  Windows  32bit 
Portable  Executable  application  using  a  visual  and  intuitive  approach,  instead  of  using  traditional 
Translation Grid functionalities. The new features in Menu Editor provide considerable benefits for the 
end users. For instance, automated hotkey validation detects and highlights conflicting hotkeys in two 
or more captions in the menu. In this way the users can fix conflicting hotkeys easily. This validation 
feature makes the translator process safer and easier. Users can also check the translation status by just 
taking a look at the caption colors: in this way the users always know what is done and what is not. 
Furthermore,  this  feature  prevents  the  users  from  forgetting  to  translate  some  menu  captions 
accidentally.

About Multilizer
Multilizer is leader in globalization software technologies. Over 4500 companies in 60 countries and 
numerous  Fortune  1000  companies,  such  as  Intel  Corp.,  Compaq,  Nokia,  Siemens,  Xerox  use 
Multilizer’s technologies to localize their software for the global market. Over the years, Multilizer has 
introduced  many  pioneering  innovations,  such  as  Translation  Memory,  database  localization  and 
pseudo translation to all character sets. The company is headquartered in ESPOO, Finland and has 
resellers worldwide. More information about Multilizer solutions can be found at www.multilizer.com.

###
NOTE TO EDITORS: Please, let us know if you have questions or would like any additional information 
on Multilizer 2007. Contact Niko Papula at niko.papula@multilizer.com or call +358-50 58 69 145. A free 
registration key is available upon request to all editors considering a review.

Product page: http://www.multilizer.com/products/
Download (Enterprise): http://www.multilizer.com/download/data/ml70/ml700Ent_DEMO.exe
Download (Pro for Developers): http://www.multilizer.com/download/data/ml70/ml700Pro4Dev_DEMO.exe
Download (Pro for Documents): http://www.multilizer.com/download/data/ml70/ml700Pro4Dev_DEMO.exe
Company website: http://  www.multilizer.com  

E-mail: niko.papula@multilizer.com
Postal address: Rex Partners Oy, Multilizer, Kimmeltie 3, 02110 ESPOO, Finland
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